
 

 

 

Can you plan a week’s worth of healthy 

meals for an astronaut? Make sure that 

each meal provides plenty of Vitamin D 

and that your astronauts are given a 

healthy, balanced diet including foods 

from all the main food groups. Visit  
https://www.foodafactoflife.org.uk/5-

7-years/ for healthy eating resources 

and ideas. 

Astronauts must be very fit before they go into space. Can you 

create an exercise routine that builds up strength in all areas of 

your body (arms, legs, back, shoulders, stomach)? Don’t forget to 

include exercises that strengthen your heart by making it beat 

faster (eg running, skipping, jumping) 

Either write down your routine, or ask a grown-up to film you doing 

it and upload it onto your portfolio on Class Dojo. Perhaps we could 

use it in PE! 

Visit  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3b2twHNy9L8  

Can you create your own mnemonic to remember the names of the 

planets in the correct order? It could be a sentence or a song. 

Either write this in your home learning journal, or perform it for a 

grownup to record and upload to your portfolio on Class Dojo. 

It might be helpful for the rest for the class to help to remember 

the names of the planets in order. 

Find out more about the planets here  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQrlgH97v94  

Astronauts need lots of calcium and 

Vitamin D to stay healthy in space. Can 

you cook a meal with an adult that 

would help them to do this? (Foods rich 

in calcium include seed, cheese, 

yoghurt, salmon, beans, spinach, kale, 

milk. Foods rich in Vitamin D include 

tuna, sardines, egg yolks, mushrooms) 

Watch the video on sleeping in space here -  
www.esa.int/kids/es/Multimedia/Videos/Paxi_en_la_ISS/Sleeping_in_space  

Can you explain what it is like sleeping in space? Can you compare it 

to how we sleep back down on Earth? (Year 2s, try to use 

conjunctions, but, so, if, when, because to extend your sentences.) 

Do you think you would prefer to sleep in space, or here on Earth? 

www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/31649/fruit-

solar-system You will find instructions for creating a scaled 

model of the planets in our solar system using fruit. Can you 

recreate this, or choose other objects to fit the same 

scale? Take a photo of it and upload it to your portfolio on 

Class Dojo, or draw what you have made in your home 

learning journal. 

Using your senses, write a sentence to 

describe a food you like, using ‘because’ 

to extend your sentence, saying why 

you like it. Repeat this for a food you 

do not like.  

Watch the video on sleeping in space here -  
www.esa.int/kids/es/Multimedia/Videos/Paxi_en_la_ISS/Sleeping_in_space  

Can you explain what it is like sleeping in space?  

Visit  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mQrlgH97v94  

Pick one of the planets. Draw your chosen planet and write a 

description of it. 

Draw and label a picture of foods you 

like and foods you do not like. 

Watch the video on sleeping in space here -  
www.esa.int/kids/es/Multimedia/Videos/Paxi_en_la_ISS/Sleeping_in_space 

Draw and label a picture of the sleeping quarters on the International Space 

Station. 

We have used pastels to create pictures of the planets in our solar 

system. Could you use different media to create a planet picture? 

Title your picture with the name of the planet you chose. 

Class 3 Spring 1 Homework Menu 
 

 You will need to choose five pieces from the ‘menu’ below to complete over the half term. After you have completed each one, bring it back to school.  The ‘Peri-ometer’ 

shows the difficulty or challenge the homework may offer. Homework can be a photograph or drawing of something you have done. All your pieces need to be done before 

the half term holidays.  You will still have maths home learning on the Maths with Parents website, reading and spellings sent home each week. 
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